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Heuristically, drift tearing is a two-fluid stabilization where 
species dynamics are sheared in different directions.

● The opposed diamagnetic flows of electrons and ions are the initial drifts 
considered.

● We combine the ion and electron diamagnetic drifts to form drift modified 
growth rates:

● However, contributions from ion gyroviscosity and cross heat flux enter at 
the same order in gyroradius (first) and must also be retained along with 
other terms from gradients of the equilibrium.



Motivation

● Investigate how drift tearing in extended-MHD cases relates to previous 
theory (Coppi, Drake & Lee, etc.)

● New drift-tearing dispersion relations provide another linear verification 
exercise for NIMROD (and other extended-MHD codes)



Reminder: The Ahedo & Ramos study examined six 
two-fluid tearing regimes.
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Drift-tearing studies examine a subset of this 
parameter space.
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Although single-fluid drift tearing was of initial interest, 
these regimes are of less practical interest.
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How has this work advanced since last summer?

● The drift analytics in the transition between the electron-MHD and 
semicollisional regimes (PR4) have been updated to account for a 
large term.

– However, this new analytic solution modifies the eigenfunction but 
not the dispersion relation.

● We have used a m=0 filter to enable benchmarking in PR4d. 

– This filter eliminates problematic node-to-node oscillations in the 
tearing axisymmetric direction (chosen as the NIMROD Z 
direction).



Organization of the remainder of this talk

1) New solution in PR4d

2) Filtering out numerical modes

3) Updated NIMROD benchmarking

4) Physical implications of this work relevant to extended-MHD 
computations



1) New solution in PR4d



Reminder: the full system of equations



Reminder: the normalized system of equations after 
eliminating the parallel vorticity eqn and dropping GV



After determining the magnitude of terms in PR4d 
from benchmarking data we revisited the analytics.

● The NIMROD benchmark data shows the       term is large.

● Accounting for this term modifies the eigenfunction, but not the 
dispersion relation.

● The solution for Q is specified up to a constant. The convergence of 
the dispersion relation integrand (integrating the radial induction 
equation across the layer) specifies no dependence on      . 

● Drift effects modify        and    .  

0



This term also drops out of the PR5d dispersion 
relation as it has even parity.

● PR5d is a limit of the PR4d dispersion relation where 

● The NIMROD benchmark data shows the       term is large.

0



2) Filtering out numerical modes



We have added a filter to eliminate modes with m≠0.

● This eliminates numerical modes with variation in the NIMROD Z 
direction. The physical mode is axisymmetric in this direction.



This filter averages nodal 
values at the same Z 
values during the *_store 
routines.

● This implementation does 
not affect the physical mode 
in cases without numerical 
instabilities.

● It allows us to run some 
additional cases that 
previously had numerical 
instabilities.

● This code is currently not in 
the repository.



3) Updated NIMROD benchmarking



We now have successful benchmarking data in PR4d

● This benchmark includes both temperature and density gradients as 
well as separate temperature advances (with electron advection).



However, cases with cross heat flux exhibit numerical 
instabilities at large drift frequencies and do not agree 
with the analytics.

● These numerical instabilities make the full scan suspicious and further 
work must be done for a full comparison.



4) Physical implications of this work relevant to 
extended-MHD computations



There is no drift stabilization in PR3d

● In this (electron-MHD) regime the mode rotates at the electron 
diamagnetic frequency.

● This regime typically involves a large gyroradius and is thus outside 
the region of model validity (although the model may still be 
qualitatively descriptive if the ion dynamics do not play a large role).



Our current extended-MHD model can not accurately 
represent collisionless drift-tearing modes.

● The collisionless result is unphysical in PR3d without advection in 
electron inertia and electron gyroviscosity (without these terms it 
predicts destabilization by drift effects).



Although these electron terms are small they are 
significant in the layer where other large terms vanish.

● Typically the size of ion gyroviscosity is compared to the grad(p) term in 
the momentum equation:

● Similarly electron gyroviscosity can be compared to grad(pe) term in 
Ohm's law:

● Advection in electron inertia scales as electron gyroviscosity. 

● Typically this implies the term is small. However, within the tearing layer 
the other large terms vanish and if it is collisionless tearing (i.e. resistivity 
is small compared to electron inertia) these terms can be significant.



Summary

● We've derived the drift-tearing-ordered extended-MHD equations that 
include ion gyroviscosity and cross heat flux. 

● We've solved these equations in two-fluid regimes without a previous 
solution (PR3 and PR4) without ion gyroviscosity.

● We've benchmarked these solutions with NIMROD with separate 
temperature evolution but no cross heat flux.

● There are two new results with physical implications:

– No drift stabilization in the electron-MHD regime (PR3)

– Collisionless drift-tearing requires a more advanced electron 
model

● We're currently working on a manuscript of this work. The previous 
hold-up of no verification in PR4d has been overcome (albeit without 
cross heat fluxes).



This bib arrived in the mail – the only accompanying 
information indicated it was ordered on a Friday night... 

● Eleanor is a fan of 
NIMROD, but she's 
a fan of pretty much 
anything.

● Hypothesis: a baby 
picture at the end of 
a talk deflects 
difficult questions.
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